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Course Title 英文作文（三）

授課教師 
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學年度
Academic
year

95 學期
Semester 1

課程大綱

English Composition III and English Conversation III (C)
Fall 2006
 
Time: TF 1:40-3:10
Classroom: Tues. LB306, Fri. LB001
Instructor: Cecilia H. C. Liu
Office: MMC and LC 301
E-mail: cecilia@mails.fju.edu.tw
 
http://www.eng.fju.edu.tw/iacd_2006F/junior_cc_cecilia/ 

Course Description:  This course aims to help you attain a higher proficiency 
in writing and speaking. Given what you already know about research paper 
writing, a few target skills are selected to enhance critical thinking as 
well as your ability to construct persuasive arguments. The four modes of 
writing we will focus on this semester are descriptive narrative, text 
analysis, cause/effect, and argumentation.  Aside from an essay in each of 
these modes, you will need to keep a journal and embark on a one-year 
research project. 
In speaking, you will be constantly engaged in oral reports and discussion. 
You will also participate in an all-year conference—Social Observation 
Analysis Presentation (SOAP)—in which you and the other group members will 
work together to analyze a social issue that involves field research. 
Critical and independent thinking is definitely involved in every activity we 
do.  After all, our general goal is to make you be self- motivated, but not 
alone, in writing and speaking.  I hope in this way the class will involve 
both strict discipline and friendly sharing of ideas and cooperation.    
          
Grading Policy:
Composition                                           Conversation          
Journal & MyAccess entries   15%         Presentations           30%
Essay 1 (Descriptive Narrative)         15%            SOAP             40%
Essay 2 (Text Analysis)                15%            Impromptu speeches     
10%
Essay 3 (Argument)                20%            Participation            20%
Essay 4 (RP D1)                     20%          
Midterm & final                    15%         

Requirements:
1. This is a workshop course. Though you do the majority of your writing 
outside of the classroom, a great portion of your learning takes place here. 
You will grow as a writer with the honest and well-meaning feedback of your 
classmates. The class also constitutes a natural speech community. You will 
consolidate, acquire, and polish your communicative skills through all kinds 
of classroom activities. Therefore, it is absolutely crucial that you attend 
the class. 4 absences will lead to the failure of this course.

2. This course observes all rules of academic integrity. Please learn to 
document your sources well. You will immediately fail this course if you 
plagiarize. 
Schedule:
Week Date Class Activities Assignments Due
1 9/19 (T) Orientation 
1 9/22 (F) Descriptive narrative (sample)
http://www.eng.fju.edu.tw/con&com_databank/writing_act/narration.htm

2 9/26 (T) MyAccess Orientation and Test (SF 445) 
2 9/29 (F) Interview oral reports (2 hrs) 
3 10/3 (T) -A talk on the Losheng (樂生) Sanatorium (guest speaker, all-year 
activity)  (Place: LA202  1:40-3:00)
-Social Observation Analysis Presentation (SOAP) topic discussion (1hr) 
MyAccess (2 exercises, revision required if scoring below 5)
3 10/6 (F) Holiday SOAP topics 
4 10/10 (T) Holiday 
4 10/13 (F) -Peer review (E1D1)
-proposal writing E1D1
5 10/17 (T) Text analysis (sample, last year’s midterm) 
(Ads: http://www.eng.fju.edu.tw/Literary_Criticism/feminism/ women/ 



women_on_ads_2.html) E1D1 revision 
5 10/20 (F) Text analysis—campus tour (2 hrs) 
6 10/24 (T) Text analysis—short films 
(Introduce critical perspectives) 
SOAP proposal 
6 10/27 (F) Language review  
7 10/31 (T) Text analysis—oral reports E1D2
7 11/3 (F) Text analysis—oral reports
Peer review (E2D1) E2D1
8 11/7 (T) Argumentation (sample)
Court trial topic discussion E2D1 revision
8 11/10 (F) Conferences (TBA) Journal #1 (3 entries, 6 pages)
9 11/14 (T) Midterm 
9 11/17 (F) Court trial (pro & con discussion)
SOAP (group discussion, perspective for E3) 
10 11/21 (T) Court trial E2D2 
10 11/24 (F) Peer review (E3D1)
SOAP poster editing (bring scissors & glue) E3D1
11 11/28 (T) RP topic discussion (evaluation & Net research)  E3D1 revision
11 12/1 (F) SOAP rehearsal 
12 12/5 (T) SOAP 
12 12/8 (F) SOAP E3D2
13 12/12 (T) RP (sample text analysis) RP topic
13 12/15 (F) Review summary, paraphrase skills 
14 12/19 (T) Review quotation, citation skills 
14 12/22 (F) RP preliminary outline Journal #2 (3 text analysis entries, one 
page each)
15 12/26 (T) RP reports (oral proposal) 
15 12/29 (F) RP outline conference (TBA) 
16 1/2 (T) PR outline conference (TBA) 
16 1/5 (F) RP sample 
17 1/9 (T) Peer review (RPD1) RPD1 
(body, 5 pages)
17 1/12 (F) Argumentation review RPD1 revision
18 1/16 (T) Final exam 
18 1/19 (F) RP Conference (TBA) 


